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Off to a semester abroad

Europe or overseas: The International days at the Department of Business and Economics of the HWR Berlin offered students
an opportunity to find out more about semesters and internships abroad.
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Where can I study? And how do I make sure I get a place at the university of my choice? What language certificates do I
need? What should a letter of motivation ideally look like? What scholarship opportunities are there? These and other
questions about studying abroad were answered by the team from the International Office of the HWR Berlin during the two-
day hybrid event.

Travelling live through Europe and overseas
In between the info sessions, attendees 'travelled' live through Europe and overseas: students of the HWR Berlin reported via
online stream from abroad about their particular host institutions and what makes them so special in their eyes.

For the first time since the beginning of the pandemic, the market of opportunities held by exchange students of HWR Berlin
took place again – at numerous, lovingly decorated stands, students were able to obtain information about the various
countries and universities as well as talk to the exchange students about their home universities while eating typical local
specialities.

The International Office provides individual support to students on studying abroad.
Around 400 students used the opportunity to find out about studying abroad and the double degree programmes on site.
Those who were unable to attend the international days but are considering one or two semesters abroad can get individual
counselling from the International Office of the HWR Berlin.

International day at the Lichtenberg campus on 2 November
Planning to study at a partner university of the HWR Berlin? On 2 November 2022, the International Office of the HWR Berlin
will inform you about which places and funding are available and what you should consider when applying.

International day at the Lichtenberg Campus•
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